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A study of the 'problem of providing telephone service to rural customers

indicated the need for aflexible carrier system that could be used economically

on new and existing rural cable and open wire lines. The desire for low cost

required new approaches to almost every phase of the carrier system design

for rural service, which has been designated Type PI.

Use of transistors led to sweeping changes in the detailed circuitry and
also created demand for other new components. Mounting and intercon-

necting the circuit components by means of printed wiring boards empha~

sized the necessity for close coordination between design and manufacturing

objectives. The low power-drain requirements of transistor circuitry were

supplied economically by the use of similar solid state devices, a new storage

battery, and efficient packaging.

A fast, accurate and simple method has been evolved for applying the PI
carrier system to rural lines with a minimum of line treatment or rearrange-

ment. Plug-in equipment, readily accessible test points, and a carrier test

set provide the ease of maintenance needed in the use of telephone equipment

at remote locations. Use of the PI carrier system will extend the application

of electronic equipment outside of (he telephone central office and provide

a carrier system whose performance will be consistent with requirements

for high quality communication service at low cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although carrier has been used successfully to provide trunks in the

Bell System for more than 35 years, it has not been economically feasible,

up to the present time, to apply carrier telephone techniques extensively

t6 the rural telephone plant. The technical and economic problems as-

sociated with providing telephone service to customers in rural areas has

long been one of the most difficult problems facing the telephone indus-

try. The widely scattered locations of customers in rural areas have led

to a large number of rural telephone routes with only a few customer

lines-per route. This has precluded the use of large cables on any one

route, which would be economically attractive in urban areas. The ex-

tensive use of carrier has not been feasible because the distances from

the rural customers to the Central Office are in the 5- to 20-mile range

in which carrier has not been generally economical in the past.

The two lines of attack which were taken on this problem were to

reduce the cost of telephone plant through less expensive small cables

and open-wire plant,^ and to provide an economically attractive carrier

system designed to meet the particular needs of rural telephone service.

This paper discusses the broad objectives for a rural customer carrier

system, the major parameters of the Pi system which was developed to

meet those objectives, and its circuit, equipment, and power arrange-

ments. It also covers the engineering and maintenance methods to be

used by the Bell System Operating Companies to install and operate

the system.^

2. BROAD OBJECTIVES FOR PI CARRIER SYSTEM

The broad objectives for the Type PI carrier system resulted from

the stringent economic limits imposed on the system to enable it to prove

in over conventional rural plant of the latest and most economical de-

sign, from the requirements of rural telephone transmission and signaling,

and from Bell System experience gained with earlier carrier systems for

customer and trunk use. The low cost objective for this system also im-

plied the need to achieve an appropriate balance among an economic

first cost of equipment, low in-place cost due to simplified engineering

and installation practices, and accompanying low annual costs due in

part to simplified system maintenance.

To achieve an economic carrier system for rural telephone use, the dc

power requirements of the terminals and repeaters had to be kept low.

1 Lester Hochgraf and R. G. Watling, Telephone Lines for Rural Subscril»er

Service, A.I.E.E. Commnnication and Electronics, No. 18, p. 171, May, 1955.

2 These aspects of the PI system are covered in more detail in four papers on

"The PI Carrier System." A.I.E.E. Communication and Electronics, No. 24,

pp. 188, 191, 195, 205, May, 1956.
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This was especially important since previous Bell System experience

indicated that where commercial power is used to supply the system,

some form of reserve must be provided, and where commercial power is

not availablej the use of primary batteries places a premium on mini-

mizing the power required.

From these considerations two additional major objectives were de-

rived : low manufacturing costs for the components and assembled equip-

ment, and the use of transistors to minimize power supply drains. In

addition, flexibility was needed in the proposed carrier system because

of the difficulty of accurately forecasting the demand for rural service.

These objectives have been met in the design of the Type PI rural

customer telephone system. It is a fully-transistorized system con-

sisting of independent two-way carrier channels applicable in increments

of one to four at a time in the frequency band above the regular voice

frequency circuit. Each channel uses a terminal at the central office and

at a remote point with intermediate repeaters as necessary. Between

terminals, the system is equivalent to a rural voice frequency line with no

changes requii'ed in the central office or rural customer equipment. Be-

yond the outlying terminal, distribution is by voice frequency wire on

a single or multiparty basis. The system can be applied to existing and

new lines utilizing combinations of fine gauge exchange cable and copper

or steel open-wire. Systems can be used on each of several pairs on a

given pole line, the number depending on the line characteristics.

3. MAJOR PARAMETERS OF PI CARRIER SYSTEM

This section summarizes the important features incorporated in the

Pi carrier system and the reasons governing their choice. The system

has a number of features in common with Bell System toll carrier sys-

tems, but it also differs in several important aspects because of specific

rural requirements. One aspect is the signaling, which requires different

arrangements at the two ends of the circuit because of the widely differ-

ent signals carried in the two directions. Another is that the remote ter-

minals of the individual channels are usually distributed along the line

rather than grouped at a common location.

3.1 Transmission Plan

It is difficult to divorce the considerations leading to the choice of

carrier frequency range from those affecting the choice of modulation

in the carrier system. Studies of growth on rural lines indicated that a

system giving three or four channels (customer circuits) on one pair of

wires, in addition to the physical circuit, should be sufficient if systems

could be applied to each of several pairs on a given open-wire line.
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The blocking out of the frequency range was controlled by a number

of factors. Cost considerations required that the carrier frequencies be

kept above the voice frequency range. If carrier extended into the voice

range, the voice frequency circuit would be lost on a carrier pair. One

of the carrier channels apphed to that pair would have to be used to re-

place it. Thus, the addition of four carrier channels to a pair would yield

a net gain of only three channels. This in turn would increase the net

cost per gained channel. Filter costs determined how close to the voice

frequency band the carrier frequency range could be placed and in con-

junction with the number of channels required how closely the channels

could be placed to each other.

Crosstalk considerations restricted the carrier frequency range to below

about 100 kc in order to reduce the cost of line treatment and rearrange-

ment of pairs on existing rural lines. By using this frequency range it

appeared possible to apply more than one carrier system to crossarms on

an open-wire route. The rapid rise in attenuation with frequency of steel

wire used on rural lines dictated that the range of frequencies be kept low.

As a result of these two sets of considerations, development work on

the PI carrier system was concentrated in the 8- to 100-kc range.

Amplitude modulation of the carrier frequencies was chosen over

other forms of modulation because of the simpler terminal circuitry

and equipment and because of the saving in bandwidth. Use of ampli-

tude modulation and the use of compandors, discussed in a later section,

were felt to compensate for possible transmission advantages that could
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be obtained by using angular modulation (frequency or phase) with a

large modulation coefficient.

Cost was again a major factor in the choice between double sideband

and single sideband amplitude modulation. Past experience with other

carrier systems has indicated that filters are a major part of the cost of a

system and, when frequency space is available, double sideband filters

are, in general, less expcnsi^'e than those for single sideband. In addition,

the cost of a single sideband Hystcni would be increased because of the

problem of obtaining the necessary carrier supply at the terminal.

The frequency plan developed for the PI carrier system is shown in

Fig. 1. The unusually wide,carrier spacing of 12 kc was adopted in order

to minimize filter costs. Since the remote terminals are generally distribu-

ted along the line, it was not practical to use double modulation to ac-

complish filtering in the most efficient frequency range. Instead, filtering

was done at fine frequencies. E\ery effort was made to achieve channel

filter designs with maximum efficiency of clement utilization. Advantage

was taken of the more leisurely rising characteristics of the double side-

band filters permitted by the wide frequency spacing.

The staekable fi'ccjuency arrangement Avas pro\'ided for non-repeatered

operation, l^ecausc when the lowest two carrier frequencies are used to

provide a channel, it can be used over substantially longer distances than

channels using higher frequencies. The grouped arrangements were pro-

vided for repeatered systems to reduce the cost and number of the re-

peater filters and amplifers needed to separate the two directions of

transmission. The staggered grouped arrangement can be used with the

normal grouped arrangement on a pole line ha\'ing poor crosstalk coup-

ling in order to increase the effective coupling loss between carrier

channels on different pairs. The grouped and staekable arrangements

cannot be used on the same pole line, because certain frequencies would

be used for both directions of transmission. This would produce large

differences between transmitted and received carrier power at terminals

and repeaters which would lead to intolerable crosstalk.

A number of terminal arrangements were stucfied in order to implement

the above frequency plan. The arrangement for a remote terminal shown

in Fig. 2 was chosen as the simplest terminal meeting all of the system

requirements. It is very similar to the channel terminal arrangement

used in the Type Nl carrier system, another double sideband amplitude

modulation system used for long distance trunks of the Bell System. The
several shaded portions in the figure show the breakdown of the terminal

functions into indi\'idual sub-units, which are the basis for the ecjuipment

arrangements discussed in Section 5 of tliis paper. A number of the other

important features that make up the terminal arrangement are discussed

in the following sections.
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3.2 Use of Transistors --..-_

Transistors were chosen for use in the PI system because they are low

voltage, low power devicew as compared to electron tubes suitable for

transmission circuitry. Also, transistors are expected to be lower in cost

and inherently longer life devices than electron tubes, thus contributing

to reduced initial and operating costs.

The dc power requirements for the PI system, using transistors, may
be compared to those for a channel terminal in the Type Nl system as

an indication of the dc power saving that has been achieved with the

Pi system. A transistorized PI terminal requires about 1.2 watts while

it is in operation compared to 40 watts required for an Nl terminal,

INPUT OUTPUT

BATTERY

Fig. 3. — PI transisloi' traiisniittiug amplilier circuit.

which represents a substantial ])Ower reduction achieved by the use of

transistors. Because pai't of the PI terminal is turned oft' during idle

periods, the average power reciuired o\'cr a day is about 0.9 watt.

During the development of the Pi terminals it was found that a single

design of a transistor amplifier could be used in .scvei-al different places.

The.se included the compre.ssoi' and expandor amplifiers, the transmitting

amplifier and the input portion of the receiving amplifier. The circuit

for that amplifier is shown in Fig. 3.

The amplifier uses Western Electric NPN grown junction type tran-

sistoi's coded 4B for the voice frequency amplifiers and 4C transistors for

the carrier amplifiers. The first transistor is connected as a common col-

lector and the second as a conimon emitter. By using them in this man-

ner it is possible to employ the same type of transistor in both stages.

Feedback is obtained by using hybrid coils at both the input and output
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of the circuit in much the same manner as for electron tube circuits. One

significant difference is that in this transistor circuit only the second

transistor introduces a 180-degree phase shift. This permits both input

andoutput coils to return to a common ground as in a thi-ee-tube electron-

tube circuit and thereby avoids the cu'cuit complications of a two-tube

circuit where one of the coils must float off ground. A simple resistance

interstage is used and battery filtering completes the circuit.

3.3 Low Voltage Protection

Use of transistors gave rise to the need for supplementary protection

from voltage surges on the fine below those for which conventional carbon

blocks afford protection. This additional protection was obtained by

using the reverse voltage breakdown characteristics of newly developed

silicon-aluminum junction diodes as shown in Fig. 4. Protection is pro-

vided in the 50- to 1,000-volt range by the diodes and above a nominal

value of 750 volts by the carbon blocks. During the normally short period

of operation the small diodes carry a current of up to 10 amperes.

3.4 System Levels and Carrier Line Loss

The carrier frequency output power of the transistorized transmitting

amplifier in the terminals was set at +6 dbm. This level was Hmited

primarily by the power handling capabihties of the transistors used. Be-

cause of the loss of the secondary protection circuitry, band filters, and

the line transformer, this became +4 dbm at the carrier line terminals.

This is equal to the highest carrier power transmitted by the Type Nl

carrier system. With 50 per cent modulation of the carrier, the effective

sideband level at the transmitting line terminals is only 2 db below that

transmitted by the Type O carrier system, the most recent carrier system

used for open-wire long distance trunks of the Bell System.

TO
CARRIER

EQUIPMENT

CURRENT-LIMITING
RESISTOR—V\/V—

SECONDARY
PROTECTION

DIODES

CARRIER LINE
TRANSFORMER

Fig. 4 — Secondary protection circuit in carrier portion of PI carrier terminal.
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The +4 dbm output level coupled with noise and crosstalk considera-

tions indicated that 30-db bare carrier line loss between terminals would

be possible. A survey of existing and planned Bell System rural telephone

lines indicated that substantial amounts of entrance cable and open wire

would be encountered in potential carrier layouts. Calculations of carrier

frequency loss of those facilities showed that 30-db loss would not be

sufficient to care for all of the necessary rural applications, which con-

firmed the need for carrier repeaters.

3.5 Compandors

Compandors were incorporated in the Pi system because their several

advantages more than offset their added cost. The crosstalk and noise

advantage provided by their use reduced the need for expensive line

treatment to reduce crosstalk. In addition, the compandor noise advan-

tage permitted lower received carrier levels to be used, thus increasing

the permissible carrier line loss. Compandors also eased the requirements

on terminal and repeater filters, thus reducing filter cost.

The compandor in the PI system is a simplified version of the syllabic

compandor used in Type Nl and carrier systems, but its performance

is comparable to those units. The new problem of matching the com-

pressor and expander characteristics in Pi terminals operating in differ-

ent ambient temperatures has been simplified by the use of siHcon-alumi-

num junction diodes in the compandor variolossers and control circuits.

3.6 Channel Regulation

Channel regulation \^"as necessary to provide satisfactory transmission

performance and keep maintenance adjustments to a minimum. The
regulation was designed to compensate for daily and seasonal carrier

circuit net loss variations caused by changes in line attenuation with

temperature. It would be desirable to have the terminal regulation range

equal to 30 db, the maximum line loss that caii be spanned between the

terminals, to ease engineering layout considerations. However, cost con-

sidei'ations led to a 1.5-db range, with span pads used where required by
system layout to adjust the received carrier power to the center of the

range of the regulator.

The regulation in the receiving amplifier is of the backward-acting

type. A reference control signal, deri\'ed from the receiving amplifier

output, is used to vsny the lo.ss of the balanced diode variolosser at the

amplifier input. The regulator "stiffness" of l.G-db change in channel

voice frequency output for 15-tlb \-ariation in carrier input is obtained
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by the combination of the rectified control signal voltage exceeding the

reference voltage of a siUcon-aluniinum junction diode and by the ex-

pansion characteristic of the variolosser. The variolosser uses a specially

coded set of the silicon diodes which are matched for both ac and dc

characteristics. Modulation products introduced by the variolosser have

been kept below those produced in the associated receiving demodulator.

3.7 Signaling

The need to transmit customer signaling information over a carrier

channel required the development of means of passing dialing and super-

vision signals toward the central office. It also required passing ringing

information to tlic remote terminal for the types of multiparty ringing

generally used in the Bell System, inchiding four-party selective service,

eight-party semi-selective service and divided code ringing.

These requirements were met in such a way that the carrier system

can be inserted into a normal voice frequency circuit and function \vith-

out requiring any change in the existing signaling equipment in

the central office or in the customer's telephone. The central office ter-

minal is activated by 20-cycle ringing signals which are reproduced at

the remote terminal. The remote terminal is activated by switchhook

signals and dial pulses which arc reproduced at the central office termi-

nals. Thus, the two directions of signaling require completely different

circuits. A block schematic of the arrangement used is shown in Fig. 5.

3.7.1 Ringing

The customer signaling originating in Boll System central offices con-

sists of 20 cycles superimposed on plus or minus battery and applied

between either tip or ring and ground. These signals control the trans-

mission over the PI carrier system of thiee in-band frequency tones, the

proper combination of two of them serving to select the party to be rung

from the far end. The third tone (2,500 cycles), modulated at a 20-cycle

rate, carries the information as to whether 20-cycle ringing is present or

absent. In-band freciuencies were chosen to encode ringing information

for transmission over the carrier channel because of the substantially

lower cost of in-band filters as compared to tho.se required for out-of-band

transmission.

The three signaling tones are generated by three transistor tone oscil-

lators incorporated in a Pi central office terminal. One set of three oscil-

lators can be arranged to supply four central office channel terminals.

The transnussion of the tones is controlled by thi-ee diode-operated
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keyers which function independently, depending on the nature of the
ringing signal. The 2,500-cycle keyer responds to 20 cycles applied to
either the tip or ring conductors. The gating diode is back biased about
3 volts to prevent random noise peaks from operating it. The 1,750-cycle
keyer responds to any riiiging signal applied to the tip circuit. A diode
oppositely poled to the gating diode has a high breakdown so that any
reverse voltage peaks leaking through to it will not open the gate. Thb
1,150-cycle keyer responds to 20-cycle ringing voltage superimposed with
either plus bias voltage applied to the tip or with minus bias voltage
applied to the ring conductor.

At the remote terminal the signaling tones are each selected at the
output of the expander by tuned circuits, ampHfied by a transistor and
rectified to activate relays controlling the customer ringing. The 2,500-
eycle tone interrupted at a 20-cycle rate controls the remote ringing gen-
erator, the 1,750-cycle tone determines whether ringing is to be on the
tip or ring side of the line, and the 1,150-cycle tone whether the bias ap-
pHed to the line is positive or negative.

The ringmg power at the remote terminal is provided by a 3,000-cycle
transistor oscillator which uses a 2-watt 6A transistor in the second of
its two stages, as shown in Fig. 6. The rectified output of the oscillator

is pulsed at a 20-cycle rate by a relay controlled by the 2,500-cycle in-

band tone and appHed to the hue through a low-pass filter to reduce the
harmonic content of the ringing signal. Positive or negative bias is pro-
vided from one of two clamper diodes. In order to obtain sufficient power
from the ringing generator, two electrolytic capacitors are used in a volt-

age doubler configuration: The ringing generator draws nearly 500 mils
of battery current which, by PI standards, is a heavy power drain. In
order to keep this drain to a minimum, the ringing generator is activated
only during the ringing period. Also the generator is connected to the
customer's line only during the ringing period to remove its shunting
effect on the talking circuit.

3.7.2 Supervision and Dialing

Carrier on-off signaling was chosen to transmit supervision and dialing
signals from the customer to the central office. This method was used
because of the ease of implementing it and because of savmgs in dc power
drain at the remote terminal achieved by transmitting the carrier from
that terminal to the central office only during the off-hook condition.
An off-hook signal on the voice frequency extension of the remote ter-

minal, caused by the customer lifting his handset, is used at the remote
terminal to activate the transmitting amplifier and to remove a short-
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circuit from its input. This results in carrier being transmitted to the

central office ternunal, where it causes relays in the terminal to recreate

the customer's line short across the line connecting the central office

carrier terminal and the central office switching eq\iipment.

Dialing at the customer's instrument alternately opens and shorts

the voice frequency extension at each dial pulse. Opening of the line

operates a relay in the remote terminal which short-circuits the transmit-

ting amplifier input and causes the relays in the central office to follow

the pulsing of the received carrier, recreate the dial pulses there, and

operate the central office switching equipment.

3.8 Repeater

Repeaters are used in the PI system whenever the fine transmission

loss exceeds the maximum that the terminals can accommodate. The

repeaters use transistors for gain instead of electron tubes, but otherwise

are schematically very much like previous repeaters as shown in Fig. 7.

The two directions of transmission have similar functions differing only

in the frequency band that is amplified and the options that are used in

the gain regulating circuits.

Identical high-low pass directional filters at each end of the repeater

separate the directions of transnfission into the high and low frequency

groups. Optional phase correction sections for these directional filters are

used along a fine to improve the phase characteristics in the cut-apart

region. The directional filters are connected to the line through the same

line matching coils and secondary protection circuits used in the termi-

nals. Repeater input span pads are used to build out the fine loss to its
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CARRIER
LINE

LINE
CONNECTOR
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SECONDARY
PROTECTION

LINE
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SECONDARY
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rig. 7 — PI repeater block Bchematic.
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proper value for the noiiregulated repeater and to adjust the power of

the received carriers to the center of the regulator range for a regulated

repeater. The output span pads are used where it is necessary to adjust

the repeater output power in order to equaHze levels between a Pi sys-

tem and other Pi systems or other types of carrier systems operating on

the same open ^\'ire line. These pads provide attenuation in 2 db stops

up to 30 db.

The repeater amplifiers were designed to have a wide enough frequency

band to cover both high and low groups of frequencies, so that each re-

peater contains two identical amplifiers. Kach amplifier has three transis-

tors with each stage connected as a common emitter. Western Electric

Company PNP 7B and GB transistors are used in the first and last stages,

respectively, and a NPN type 4C transistor is used in the second stage.

Local feedback is required around each transistor to reduce the gain

spread and phase variations among units. Overall feedback is obtained

around the three transistors with hybrid coils at input and output.

The repeater equalizer characteristic represents a compromise for

several types of transmission facilities generally encountered in the rural

plant. The equalizer design also covers both the high and low frequency

groups so that identical equalizers are used for both the high group and
low group sides of the repeater.

A preliminary characteristic for the overall repeater gain is shown in

Fig. 8 plotted against the design objective. There is a significant depar-

ture in shape only at the cut-apart frequencies. This will be corrected

sufficiently^ to permit as many as four i-epeaters to be used in tandem.

As the design objective is a compromise of the loss of several types of

lines that may be encountered in the use of this system, the departures
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Fig. 9 — PI Repeater amplifier gain-frequency characteristic.

in system performance may vary considerably from that shown. The

repeater amplifier gain frequency characteristic, plotted in Fig. 9, shows

a non-regenerative peak gain of the three-stage transistor ampl.fier of

80 db and a feedback gain characteristic of 50 db. This provides 20 db

or more of feedback over the transmitted band to produce the necessary

operating stability with temperature and power supply variations, and

a working value of modulation suppression.

3.9 Repeater Regulation

Repeater regulation will be furnished as an option where variations

in line loss exceed the terminal regulating range. It will usually be neces-

sary on systems employing more than one repeater in order to oontrol

noise performance. Repeater regulation in the direction of transmission

from central office to remote terminal is controlled by the total carrier

power of the channels working on one system. In the opposite direction,

the repeaters will regulate on a low level carrier frequency pilot because

the channel carriers are not always present in that direction of trf,nsmis-

sion due to their signaling function. The pilot frequencies are shown in

Fig. 1.

The repeater regulator, shown in schematic form in Fig. 10, functions

in much the same manner as the terminal regulator. The princijial dif-

ferences between the two regulators arise from the requirement that

interchannel modulation must be appreciably less than 1 per cent in the

repeater. To Umit the contribution of the repeater regulator to a small

value, the variolosser operates into a lower impedance and at a higher

control current than used in the channel regulator.
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The mput section to the control amphfier is either a flat bridging pad

for the case where all carriers are always present on the hne or a pilot

pick-off filter and its associated single transistor amplifier where carriers

are turned on and off foV supervision. The latter extra amplifier is neces-

sary because the pilot power is 20 db below the power in each normal

carrier.

The regulator stiffness provided by the repeater regulator results in

a variation of 1 db in output carrier power for a 10-db variation in re-

ceived total carrier or pilot power.

4. COMPONENTS

Development of the passive components of the PI carrier system,

including the various filters and other networks, were influenced by

three major considerations. The manufacturing cost had to be as low as

possible consistent with the traditional standards of Bell System service

life. The components had to lend themselves to maximum utilization of

the printed wiring techniques to be used as the basic equipment method.

And lastly, advantage wherever possible was to be taken of the fact that

transistors are low power devices.

4.1 Filters

Component-wise, fllters are the most important single assembly de-

termining the first cost of a carrier system employing frequency division

multiplexing and frequency separation for obtaining equivalent four-wke

FROM
TRANSMITTER

VARIOLOSSER

REFERENCE
B1A5 AND DC
DIFFERENTIAL
AMPLIFIER

CONTROL
AMPLIFIER PILOT PICK-OFF

FILTER AND
TRANSISTOR
AMPLIFIER
OR PAD

TRANSMITTER

LEVEL
.ADJUSTMENT

Fig. 10 — PI Repeater regulator block schematic.
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o
Fig. 11 — Miniaturized inductor for PI carrier.

Operation on the line. Past experience has shown that one-quarter or

more of the first cost is often chargeable to the various filter. The decision

to employ double sideband modulation was largely based on the knowl-

edge that when frequency space is available the double sideband channel

filters are generally the least expensive.

With this decision made, every effort was directed toward the achieve-

ment of channel filter designs of maximum efficiency in element utiliza-

tion. Inexpensive wide-limit capacitors were used, and the desired per-

formance achieved through the use of an adjustable ferrite inductor

expressly developed for the PI system. The filters arc rapidly adjusted in

the manufacturing process using visual display testing circuits.

4.2 Inductors

The inductor which makes this possible is shown in Fig. 11. It is de-

signed for printed wiring use and provides a wide range of inductance

while maintaining excellent "Q" performance in the carrier and voice

range. This is accomphshed in a single basic design by so selecting the

winding for particular nominal inductances that the air-gap adjustment

remains at or near its most efficient setting. Inductors of this type were
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used not only in all the channel, demodulator, and signaling filters in

the terminal and in the directional filters at the repeater, but also in the

channel oscillators and other parts of the circuitry where an inexpensive,

adjustable element offered manufacturing or service advantages.

4.3 Capacitors

Most of the wide-hmit capacitors used in the filters are of the eom-

merciallj'' available molded mica type. Where the capacitance values

would require large and expensive mica units both iu filters and other parts

of the circuit, newly available foil-Mylar capacitors were used. These take

the form of very small pigtail units in a range of physical sizes similar

to those of the solid tantalum capacitors described below. The Mylar

capacitors have lo^v' working \'oltages in these miniature sizes and can

Fig. 12 — Prototype solid tantalum capacitors for PI carrier.
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be employed because of the low voltage protection provided for the tran-

sistorized cii'cuits. Both cost and space savings are reahzed in these ca-

pacitors since no cans or potting are required due to the stability of the

Mylar dielectric under moisture exposure.

Another new type of capacitor has found widespread use in the PI

system. This is a solid tantalum electrolytic capacitor used in place of

the usual paste or liquid electrolytic capacitor. The solid electrolyte is

manganese dioxide deposited upon the capacitor surfaces. The anode is

made from tantalum metal and upon its smfaces is deposited the tanta-

lum oxide which forms the dielectric. The cathode is an enveloping metal

completing the capacitor structure. This new design of capacitor is now

available in values up to 100 microfarads in a very small volume. It is

expected to be less expensive than other electrolytic capacitors while at

the same time providing a rugged structure which is relatively inert elec-

trocheniically and which has better stability in operation and storage.

Fig. 12 shows prototype models of typical solid tantalum units.

4.4 Transformers

Transformer needs in the PI system are met by two miniature struc-

tures which were made possible by the use of low power transistor cir-

cuits. The carrier frequency units employ a manganese zinc ferrite core, a

spool winding and wire terminals which permit assembly on printed

Fig. 13 — Carrier and voice frequency transformers for PI carrier.
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Fig. 14 — Example of PI carrier line network.

wiring boards. They are potted with au asphalt compound in a cylindri-

cal aluminum can. The voice frequency transformers are wound on lam-

inated core structures of permalloy. The units are potted in an epoxy

resin in rectangular aluminum cans. The terminal plate carrying the

wire terminals for mounting is a cast unit of a styrene polyester. Both

types of transformer are shown in Fig. 13.

4.5 Ldne Networks and Filters

Also deserving mention is a new series of Une networks and

filters (which do not form part of either the terminal or repeater equip-

ment) with specific functions described in Section 7. All of the networks

have been designed with the same type mounting arrangement shown

in Fig. 14 mth two sizes used depending on the number of components

housed. The networks are cast in a styrene polyester. High voltage pro-

tection is self-contained and sturdy termuials are provided for bridle

wire connection. By means of side slots in the casting the network is

mounted on a wedge-shaped holder which is fastened to the crossarm or

pole. A flexible rubber cover is snapped over the face of the network to

protect against weather effects.

5.EQITIPMENT ARRANGEMENTS

The emphasis placed on economy in this development project made

it necessary to consider a number of different approaches before deciding

on the physical arrangement pro^dded for l^oth central office and pole

mounted equipment. At both locations the terminals for each channel
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Fig. 15 — Front and back of typical printed wiring board.

were treated on an independent basis, thus providing maximum flexibil-

ity in application. While the use of transistors made it possible to take

advantage of miniaturized components, the major emphasis in design

has not been on miniaturization ; instead it has been to achieve low manu-

facturing costs, simpUcity of engineering and installation, and a mini-

mum of maintenance effort. The recent trend toward automation in
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manufacture of electronic equipment has also influenced the design to a

great extent.

5.1 Printed Wiring Boards

To best meet these objectives, use has been made of pUig-in units which

have proved successful in other carrier systems, such as the Nl and O.

The assembly technique used here, however, is an entirely new approach

for carrier equipment in that the plug-in unit consists of a printed wiring

board on which all components are mounted. Printed wiring, which is a

comparatively new engineering technique, was selected because of its

applicability to automatic assembly, including mass soldering of con-

nections. In addition, the use of printed wiring greatly simplifies testing

and inspection and assures a more uniform product. The two sides of a

typical printed wiring board are shown in Fig. 15.

5.2 Interconnection of Boards

The interconnection of the various plug-in units or printed wiring

boards, required to make up a complete PI terminal or repeater, is ac-

complished by means of a wire connector specifically developed for this

project. Basically, tho connoftor consists of a number of accu-

rately spaced bare wires running parallel to each other and imbedded

in cross member strips of insulating plastic material. At fixed intervals

the wires are exposed, and this is where contact is made to terminal con-

nectors mounted on the printed wiring boards. These terminal connec-

tors, shown in Fig. Ki, are made of spring tempered phosphor bronze

Fig. 10. — Closeup of terminal connectors.
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and consist of bifurcated cantilever springs, providing a total of four

contacts for each connection.

As can be seen in Fig. 17, the wire connector is actually a molded phe-

nolic box into which are inserted all of the printed wiring boards that

make up a complete terminal or repeater. The terminal connectors on

the boards thus engage the wires that are imbedded in the back of the

connector. To insure contact reliability, a finish of precious metal is pro-

vided on both the wires of the connector and the terminal connectors on

the board. Additional flexibility in the interconnection of the boards is

Fig. 17 — Prototype model of connector

box unequipped showing grid ^yire8.

Fig. 18 — Typical terminal networ
mounted in a prototype connector box
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obtained by cutting the wires at various points by simply drilling holes

in the phenol .structure supporting the wire.

5.3 Terminal and Repeater Mounting

A complete terminal ready for installation at a remote location is shown

in Fig. 18. The top position in the connector is shown vacant. This is

where the connections to line and power supply are made by means of

another plug-in printed wiring board ^\'ith attached flexible wiring for

the external connections.

Fig. 19 — PI carrier remote termiiml in pole mounted cabinet.
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The equipment described here is equally adaptable to central office

mounting and pole mounting at i-emote locations. At the remote loca-

tions, however, it is necessaiy to provide the equipment with an outer

housing which gives protection from all kinds of weather and even from

moisture condensation. The opened housing is shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 20

shows a typical remote mounting of the housing on the left. In previous

electron tube carrier systems the amount of heat generated by the equip-

ment itself was sufficient to prevent moisture condensation. In the case

Fig. 20 — Example of remote mounting of PI terminal and ac power supply.
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of the PI carrier, however, the heat dissipation during the idle period is

less than 1 watt for the entire terminal. To prevent condensation, the

housing or apparatus case is sealed by means of a neoprene gasket. To
further reduce the moisture content of the trapped air, the use of a desic-

cant is .specified. The apparatus case is made of die-cast aluminum with

the outside walls finished in white enamel to keep heat absorption to a

minimum. The system was designed to operate between temperature

extremes of — 40°F and +140°r. This limitation might necessitate the

additional installation of sun shields in a few cases where extreme temper-

atures prevail.

The terminal equipment at the central office makes use of the same

type of printed wiring boards plugged into a connector as used at the

remote location. In the central office, however, the outer housing is dis-

pensed with and the connector is mounted on mounting brackets

on standard relay racks. The relay rack layouts can be arranged in a

number of ways to suit the particular installation, since no shop wired

bays are used. A typical 11'6" relay rack layout will provide for 10 ter-

minals. No line jacks or alarm features are provided and fusing may be

obtained from existing fuse boards in the office. The equipment also

lends itself to wall mounting in locations where relay rack space is not

available.

5.4 Testing and Maintenance Features

One great advantage of the equipment design used in the Pi carrier

system is the ease with which an entire terminal or repeater can be trans-

ported to, and installed at, a remote location. In case of trouble, the

entire equipment unit, be it a terminal or a repeater, can be readily re-

placed. It is not expected that the maintenance man will attempt to

replace an individual printed board at a remote location; however, this

procedure is perfectly feasible in a central office. To facilitate the loca-

tion of trouble in a unit, the various boards are provided with test points

located at the outer end of the boards so as to be easily accessible to the

maintenance man.

Certain precautions will have to be taken at central repair centers in

replacing defective individual components in order not to damage the

printed wiring. Too much heat applied by a large soldering iron will de-

stroy the adhesive bond between the copper conductor and the phenolic

board, but repair can lie made under certain controlled conditions. A
limited amount of wiring modifications can also be made to the printed

wiring by inserting strap wires in place of components.
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6. POWER SUPPLIES

The design of a carrier system with low power drain made possible the

development of a low-cost, reliable dc power supply for the carrier equip-

ment. Because the central office carrier terminal was designed to utilize

standard central office voltages (24 or 48 volts), only the power supply

for the remote equipment will be described hero.

Early exploratory studies showed that conventional power supply

designs would miss the first and annual cost objective by an uncomforta-

ble margin. A number of unconventional approaches were studied:

(a) Storage batteries charged over the carrier line.

(b) Storage batteries placed in service with full charge and removed

to a central point for recharging.

(c) Solar power plants.

(d) Wind power plants.

(e) Thermoelectric power plants.

(f) Dry cells.

In all of the above cases the power plant was either too costly, too

large, or technically unfeasible, and none could prove in over the con-

ventional conversion of ac to dc where commercial power is available.

This was true despite need for a storage battery to operate the system

during ac power failure intervals and to provide peak ringing power.

G.i AC Rectifiier-Storage Battery Plant

The basic elements of the power plant circuit, as shown in Fig. 21, are

the conversion section represented by the step-down transformer Tl and

VOLTAGE CONTROL

AC STEPDOWN
TRANSFORMER

TR1

Fig. 21 — Schematic of ac rectifier-battery power supply.
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the semiconductor rectifier bridge CRl, the voltage control circuit rep-

resented by that part of Fig. 21 enclosed in dashed lines, and the energy

storage circuit represented by the battery.

Rectification is obtained mth germanium rectifiers that are very effi-

cient, have long life with negligible aging, and are very compact phys-

ically. The output of tliis rectifier is not constant, because the output

voltage will vary with the ac input ^'oltage and the dc load current drawn

by the carrier terminal. Thus a regulating circuit must be provided.

The regulating network senses the voltage across the battery and

compares this voltage to a reference obtained from a silicon junction

diode biased in the reverse dirction.^ Any error in the output voltage

is converted to a current signal in the first amplifier stage and amplified

by the second stage transistor Q2. The amphfied error current is then

used to control the impedance of transistor Ql which acts as a current

shiuit aroimd the battery.

The fundamentals of the operation of this regulating sj'stem are shown

in Fig. 22. If the load voltage is too high, the network adjusts the re-

sistance of transistor Ql so that some of the rectifier output current is

shunted around the load. The load voltage will then return very quickly

to the regulated value. Because the rectifier circuit must not be over-

loaded by a discharged battery, some form of current limiting must be

provided; this is automatically taken care of by resistor Rl. The rectifier

is capable of supplying indefinitely the current that would be drawn to

charge a battery after a very long power failure.

The storage battery is shown in Fig. 23 near the bottom of the power

plant housing. It is a new design with a hfgh specific gravity sulphuric

" D. H. Smith, Silicon Alloy Junction Diode as a Reference Standard, A.I.E.E.,

Communication and Electronics, No. 16, pp. 645-651, Jan. 1955.

(b)

Fig. 22 — Simplified schematic and regulation characteristic of ac power supply.
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Fig. 23 — PI canier ac power plant in cabinet for pole mounting.

acid electrolyte for good low temperature operation and lead calcium

alloy electrodes for long life. The battery has 10 cells housed in two jars

of five cells each. It is operated at about 23.5 volts and weighs about

ten pounds. It provides about six days' reser^'e for a remote terminal or

about two days for a remote repeater. The battery should not freeze at

temperatures as low as 40°F, but the storage capacity may be reduced

90 per cent at this extreme. The battery is mounted on steps so that the

electrolyte le\-el can be seen thi'ough the transparent plastic battery

jars. Fig. 23 also shows the compact packaging of the entire power supply

within the same type of aluminum housing as used for the carrier termi-

nal. A typical pole mounted installation is shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 24 is a
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close-up of the bottom of the rectifier chassis which shows the regulating

network mounted on a printed wiring board.

6.2 Air Cell Primary Battery Plant

Because ac will not be readily available at all remote locations, an

alternate po^\er supply has been de\eloped and this is shown in Fig. 25.

Fig. 24 — Cloye-up of bottom of rectifier cliassis.
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The alternative supply uses oxygen-depolarized primary cella having

an alkaline electrolyte, and has been used for many years in railway

signaling circuits and in the telephone plant. Sixteen battery cells are

connected in series to pro^dde enough power for three years of operation

of a remote terminal or about one year for a remote repeater. The battery

is discarded when fully discharged and is then replaced by a new battery.

7. APPLICATION OF PI CARRIER TO RURAL TELEPHONE LINES

The PI carrier system is to be applied to normal exchange loop plant

facilities engineered in accordance with the present Resistance Design

-;.waw^H«gi^fa^^U=-ps^r5^:S«?^3^

Fig. 25 — Primary battery power plant.
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Methods used generally throughout the Bell System.* These facilities

consist of mixed gauges of high capacitance cable extended at their outer

ends by 109-inil steel, 104 mil-copper or copper steel open wire.

In engineering the carrier line design or carrier layout, the Plant Engi-

neer w-ill determine the carrier line layout necessary to meet the over-all

requirements for a suitable carrier transmission path on the available

physical facilities. To do so he need only be familiar with the general

capabilities of the carrier system, its basic "building blocks," and the

limitations that mu.st be considered in applying the system to the physi-

cal line. Th(; capabilities of the carrier system have been described in

earlier sections. From those descriptions it can be seen that the basic

"building blocks" for a PI carrier system are:

1. Central office channel terminals

2. Remote channel terminals

3. Repeaters

4. Ac or dc remote terminal and repeater power supplies

5. Carrier Hue networks and filters

A carrier application of these "building blocks" is shown in schematic

form in Fig. 20.

The low-pass filters or carrier blocking networks shown are placed at

the junctions of the carrier line and side leads of customer drops served

by physical or derived \'oice frequency circuits on the base carrier facil-

ity. These filters are retiuired to i-eduee the bridging loss of the side leads

at carrier freciuencies and to keep carrier frequencies out of the customer

drops to prevent annoyance to the customers. High-pass filters are pro-

vided to make the carrier line continuous at carrier frequencies, but

divide it into isolated sections for voice frequency distribution.

In addition to these blocks, an autotransformer may he required at

the junction of the open wire and cable. The autotransformer, either

alone or in conjunction with a junction line filter, is required to eliminate

reflection losses and reduce crosstalk at carrier frequencies due to im-

pedance mismatch between the cable and open wire. The junction line

filter is required to allow the carrier and physical voice frequency circuit

to be used on difTerent pair.s in the cable and on the same open-wire pair

beyond the cable-open-wire junction. This is necessary where the physi-

cal circuit is so long that load coils are required on the voice frequency

cable pair and non-loaded cable i)airs are required for carrier. A pair

of junction line filters may also be used to provide a voice frequency

by-pass around a repeater. As illu.strated in Fig. 2G, this may be necessary

* L. B. Bogun ;ind K. I). Young, Simplified Transmission Engineering in Ex-
cliange Cable Plant Design, A.I.K.E. Communication and Electronics, No. 15

page 498, Nov. 195i.
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to serve customers beyond that point from physical voice frequency

circuit.

A carrier line terminatioii network is also provided to terminate the

end of the carrier line at all frequencies and thus prevent reflections from

interfering with the transmission at remote carrier terminals spaced along

the line. This network and all of the other line networks are available in

the pole or crossarm mounted arrangement sho^\Tl in Figure 14 and de-

scribed in Section 4.o.

Fig. 26 also gives examples of two types of subscriber distribution

beyond the remote carrier terminals. One, wire distribution, is indicated

by the voice frequency extensions of Channels 1 and 4 and the other,

filter distribution, is shown for Channels 2 and 3. Filter distribution

permits the (carrier line to be used simultaneously for carrier transmission

and voice frequency distribution of the derived voice frequency circuit,

thus saving the pair of wires required if wire distribution were used.

7.1 Layout Procedure and Ground Rules

Pi carrier channel layouts for a given rural line will be based on the

forecast of commercial retjuirements for that route. The Plant Engineer

must determine the number and arrangements of channels which can

be applied within the system limits to meet that forecast. The locations

of remote terminals are then chosen liased on customer locations, channel

frequency arrangements, and the a\ailability of commercial ac power.

With the terminal locations fixed, the line losses are determined at ap-

propriate frequencies and repeaters are specified as necessary along with

any line networks and filters required for the layout.

The characteristics and limitations of the PI system lead to certain

simplified ground rules which may be used in laying out the carrier chan-

nels. Some of these rules are summarized in Fig. 27. The stackable fre-

quency arrangement is used for non-rcpeatered operation, and the design

of the carrier channels permits the bare line loss of each individual chan-

nel to be 30 db at the top frequency between the central office terminal

and the remote terminal.

Another limit shown in the figure is that the dc loop resistance of the

voice frequency extension beyond the remote terminal can not exceed 390

ohms (5 miles of 109-steel wire). The 390-ohm limit is determined by the

talking battery supply re([uirements of the 500-type customer telephone

sets when the battery is supplied from the remote Pi terminal power

supply. The PI carrier system has been designed to operate with the

oOO-type telephone set. The improved dialing, ringing and transmission

features of that set will help to insure satisfactory performance of the
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over-all carrier derived circuit. In keeping with the system objectives,

the over-all transmission of a carrier channel and its voice frequency

extension, using the 500-type telephone set, will be as good or better

than that obtained on long rural lines using physical plant laid out by

the Resistance Design Method mentioned earlier.

As shown in Fig. 27, the normal and staggered grouped frequency

arrangements used for repeater operation allow 30-db bare line attenua-

tion at the top frequency (90 kc) between the central office terminal and

the first repeater or between repeaters, and about 30 db between the

last repeater and each remote channel terminal at the top frequency used

foi- that channel. Directional filter characteristics limit the repeater sys-

tem can use a maximum of four repeaters for a total line loss of about 150

db at 96 kc. However, noise and crosstalk reciuirements will permit no

more than two of the four repeaters to be used in the open-wire line, with

the last cable repeater at least one mile back in the cable from the cable-

open-wire junction, as shown in Fig. 27. Spacings must be limited to

somewhat less than 30 db on certain line facilities such as B rural wire

to insure proper terminal regulation.^

CENTRAL
OFFICE
CARRIER
TERMINAL

CABLE AND
OPEN WIRE

30DB AT MAX, FREQ.
OF THE INDIVIDUAL

CHANNEL

CABLE OR
OPEN WIRE i

REMOTE
CARRIER
TERMINAL

390 OHMS
VF EXTENSION TO
MOST REMOTE
CUSTOMER

(a) STACKABLE FREQUENCY ARRANGEMENT: NON-REPGATED

CENTRAL
OFFICE
CARRIER
TERMINAL

h-
OPEN WIRE

REMOTE
CARRIER
TERMINAL

i

30 DB
AT 96 KC

NOTE 1

CHECK MAXIMUM LOSS AT 30KC AND IF

LESS THAN GAIN IN REMOTE TERMINAL
TO CENTRAL OFFICE DIRECTION, PLACE
INPUT PAD EQUAL TO DIFFERENCE AT
INPUT OF REPEATER.

30 DB / 30 DB 390
-AT g6KC '' AT MAX. FREQ. OHMS
(NOTE 1) OF THE INDIVIDUAL

CHANNEL (NOTE 2)

NOTE 2
CHECK MINIMUM LOSS AT MINIMUM FRE-
QUENCY OF EACH CHANNEL FOR THE LAST
REPEATER TO REMOTE TERMINAL SECTION
AND IF THIS IS LESS THAN THE REPEATER
GAIN AT THAT FREQUENCY, PLACE PAD IN

OUTPUT OF TERMINAL TO BUILD SECTION
OUT TO REPEATER GAIN VALUE.

(b) GROUPED FREQUENCY ARRANGEMENTS: REPEATED

Fig. 27 — PI carrier application ground rules.

s C. C. Lawson, Rural Distribution Wire, Bell Lab. Record, pp. 167-170, May,
1054.
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In addition to bare line loss, the ground rules mako^ allowance for ap-

proximately 3 db of misccllancons losses in any normal channel layout,

including bridging losses of cai'rier blocking networks and other terminals

on the carrier line, insertion losses of high-pass filters, and losses in the

autotransformer and junction line filters used at the cable-open-wirc

junction. Since these losses do not all add dhectly, it is simpler to use an
average loss factor to co^'ei' most conditions rather than make compu-
tations to determine a definite loss for each set of conditions that might

exist. Thus for channels using a stackable frecjuency arrangement, a
maximum of about 33 db loss, including the bare line loss and miscel-

laneous losses, may be expected between the points whei-e the terminals

connect to the line.

A further loss is experienced because the remote terminals are bridged

onto the carrier line. As a result the carrier power transmitted toward

the central office terminal is only +0.5 dbm due to a bridging loss of

about 3.5 db at that point. Therefore, in the remote-to-central office

direction, the minimum powei- will be —32.5 dbm (0.5 dbm — 33 dbm)
at the line terminals of the central office terminal. The minimum carrier

power in the central office to i-eniote direction will be —2!) dbm (+4
dbm — 33 dbm) at the bridging jioint of the remote terminal.

7.2 Terminal and Repeater Location

In laying out the carrier line design, it is first necessary to determine

the possible locations for the remote terminals based on distances to

the customers to be ser\ed and the availability of commercial ac power,

since this is the most economical power source. {When commercial ac

power can not readily be made available, the primary air cell batteries

can be used.) Having determined the ideal location of the terminals from

a physical standpoint, the makeup of the physical circuits back to the

central oiftce must be determined and computations made of the carrier

frequency attenuation of the facilities. These loss computations are used

to determine the number of repeaters recjuired, if any, and their locations,

once again modified by a\'ailuhility of commercial power. The Plant

Engineer must also chock for the necessity of input and output pads at

the terminals and repeaters.

The need for loss computations led to the development of length-loss

charts so that a carrier hne design could be made in a manner very similar

to the loop cable design using the Resistance Design Methods as men-
tioned earlier.^ Fig. 28 shows one of the 96-kc length-loss charts used

to lay out repeater spacings and Channel 4 over-all circuit design. Fig. 29

shows the 48-kc length-loss charts as an example of the charts that are

provided at each carrier frequency' other than 96 kc for terminal-to-
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terminal section layouts of all channels using the stackable frequency-

arrangement or repeater-to-terniinal section layouts for channels using

grouped normal or staggered frequency arrangements.

7.3 Pad Selection

The Plant Engineer is given general ground rules for determining the

values of input and output pads used in the terminals and repeaters.

Charts are provided for use in determining the input and output pads,

and they are so arranged that the engineer can take values directly from

the length-loss charts and enter them into the appropriate slots to cal-

culate the proper pad values.

7.4 Crosstalk Limitations

The Plant Engineer must be given information showing how many

carrier channels can be applied to each circuit of open wire, cable or B-

rural wire on a rural route. Crosstalk studies and tests have indicated

that the stackable frequency arrangement or the grouped frequency

arrangements used singly or in combination can be used on cable or B
rural wu-e with a full system complement of channels applied to each

pair. However, in the case of open wire, the frequency arrangement and

number of channels which can be apphed is very dependent on the type

of transposition system used. The Rl design is the most commonly used

transposition design on rural hnes of the Bell System, and Fig. 30 gives

POLE PAIR
NONE

CHANNEL NOS,

(a) stackable:

(b) grouped:

1,2,3,4 1,2,3

m.2N,3N,dM 1H,2N.3N.4hl

FREQUENCY ARRANGEMENT:

N = NORMAL GROUPED

S = STAGGERED GROUPED

(a) stackable: 1,2,3 1,2,3,4

(b) grouped: none none

Fig. 30 — Number of PI carrier channels on an Rl transposed line.
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the carrier assignments for the \arious frequency arrangements on a

one and two-crossarm route usmg the Rl transposition design. Use of a

transposition system giving better carrier frequency crosstalk perform-

ance than the Rl design is expected to permit the application of a number
of additional channels over those shown in Fig. 2.

It will be noted that the grouped arrangement provides four channels

less on a two-crossarm basis than the stackable arrangement. From a

transmission standpoint, equal numbers of channels would be possible

by assigning one or two channels to a pair, but these arrangements will

usually be uneconomical for grouped systems because of the high cost

per channel of repeaters.

7.5 Line Networks

The location of the line networks and filters, which are a permanent

part of the carrier layout, will be designated by the Plant Engineer, and

the location and type of the remaining networks, which will vary with

changes in subscriber service, will be selected by the plant forces. The

low-pass filters or carrier blocking networks used on the carrier lines are

simple resonant circuits designed to match given ranges of capacitance

that will be presented by the drop wire or open-wire side leads. Since

this capacitance varies considerably with various lengths of facility, a

method will be provided by which the total capacitance of the drop can

be determined and the proper network chosen. The other line networks

are applied to the line as necessary to achieve their particular functions.

S. INSTALL.\TION AND MAINTENANCE

A portable field test set has been developed which will simplify the

installation and maintenance of the PI carrier system. The new

set, known as the 7F test set, will provide the carrier and audio frequen-

cies and a means of measuring them required to align and troubleshoot

units of the system. The sel , which is battery operated, contains a cari'ier

oscillator to supply test frequencies from 10 to 100 kc, an audio fre-

(juency oscillator having six selected frequencies in the range of 250 to

2,500 cycles, a modulator to modulate the carrier frequency signal with

the audio signal, a demodulator for calibrating the modulated signals,

and n wide-band amplifier-detector for making level and transini.ssion

measurements. The model of the .set .shown in Fig 31 included a pre-

cision dial for signaling testing wlii(^h was subsequently found unneces-

sary and eliminated. An ac operated set providing the same desired fa-

cilities is now under development.
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The carrier channel installation and lineup procedure is set up on the

basis of using the test set and a generally available volt-ohmmeter to

make a series of measurements in a specified order. This will permit

potentiometers to lie adjusted as necessary until the specified meter

readings are obtained at l^uilt-in test points. Lineup of the terminals and

repeaters done first in the central office to insure proper operation and

then at the in-piant locations to check system performance.

Maintenance will be handled on a complete terminal replacement

basis and will consist of making a series of checks with the test set to

determine whether the terminal is functioning satisfactorily. If it is not

and it cannot be adjusted to restore satisfactory operation, a replace-

ment terminal will be used to restore service. All repairs and isolation of

trouble within the terminal unit or on the individual boards will be han-

dled at a centralized testing or repair point so as to require a minimum

of personnel with electronic experience. The test set has been designed

to handle all tests for a PI carrier system, when used with the volt-ohm-

meter, and when used by trained personnel will permit trouble to be

isolated to a given printed wiring board in the PI carrier equipment.
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Fig. 31 — PI carrier 7F te--it set.


